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 INTRODUCTION

As of SAP Solution Manager 7.1 SP 12 it is possible to migrate a solution which is used for Business Process
Monitoring (BPMon) to the common Monitoring & Alerting Infrastructure (MAI). In this context, the
interface monitoring functionalities which are available in the classical BPMon environment are migrated to
the Interface & Connection Monitoring (ICMon) application. This tool was already available in earlier SAP
Solution Manager releases, in the Technical Monitoring area from Application Operations. As of SP12
ICMon is the common monitoring tool to configure and consume metrics and alerts related to interface
processing in the solution landscape. It can be accessed both from Technical Monitoring and from Business
Process Monitoring.

The common migration steps,  i.e.  how to migrate  a  solution from the classical  BPMon framework to  the
MAI, are described in SAP note 2010999. Besides some special aspects apply to the interface monitoring
objects, when migrating them to the ICMon application. The basic behavior during migration, and some
exceptions and functional gaps are described in the following.

As of SAP Solution Manager 7.2, migration to MAI is no longer optional, but enforced when performing
Content Activation for solutions with classical BPMon. The UI of the ICMon setup tool is modernized in SAP
Solution Manager 7.2, however, technically ICMon migration still behaves the same as in SAP Solution
Manager 7.1. Please note that the screenshots in this document are taken from a SAP Solution Manager 7.1
system.

Note:
As a mandatory step prior to the migration of a BPMon solution which contains interface monitoring
objects you must execute the Guided Procedure for ICMon (at minimum step 2). Only  then  it  is
guaranteed that the migration can be executed without errors, and the migrated monitoring objects can be
used properly in ICMon. The Guided Procedure for ICMon can be accessed via transaction SOLMAN_SETUP.
Follow the path:

· Technical Monitoringà Integration Monitoringà Interface Channels (in SAP Solution Manager
7.1)

· Application Operations à Integration Monitoring à Interfaces and Connections (in SAP Solution
Manager 7.2)

MONITOR TYPES WHICH ARE MIGRATED TO INTERFACE & CONNECTION MONITORING

During migration of a solution to MAI, the following monitor types are regarded as interface-relevant. All
monitoring  objects  having  one  of  those  monitor  types  are  migrated  to  ICMon  application.  They  are  still
visible in the BPMon setup tool (SAP Solution Manager 7.1) and in Solution Documentation (SAP Solution
Manager 7.2), respectively, and their configuration can be called from there.

Monitor Name Technical Name
BDoc Documents for Analytics IMBDOCAN
BDoc Monitoring IMBDOCMO
CRM Middleware Monitoring IMCRMMID
Batch Input Monitoring IMBTCINP
File Monitoring 1) BOFILMON
IDoc Monitoring IMIDOC01
IDoc Reporting IMIDOC02
Evaluate RFC Connections BORFCCON
tRFC Monitoring IMTRFCMO
qRFC Monitoring IMQRFCMO
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bgRFC Monitoring IMBGRFCM
Workflow Monitoring (general) IMSWFMO1
Workflow Monitoring (SAP Basis release-dependent) IMSWFMON
ABAP WebService Monitoring IMSRT001
PI Message Monitoring IMXIMON1
PI non-Message Monitoring IMXIMON2
Dependent Data Collector for PI incl. JAVA 2) NAPIMOSL

1)  Monitoring objects of type File Monitoring are only migrated to ICMon if they are either assigned to a
business process interface, or to a business process step which is the receiving step of a business process
interface.  Here  the  term  “interface”  refers  to  a  connection  line  in  the  business  process  graphic  which  is
drawn between business process steps located on two separate Logical Components. All other File
Monitoring objects remain in the BPMon application, as they can be regarded as non-interface relevant.
(File Monitoring objects which are assigned to a business process step indicate that application-relevant
data is to be monitored. Hence such monitoring objects should not be part of ICMon.  Any file data that is
relevant for interface processing, however, is typically assigned to the business process interface itself and
is thus migrated to ICMon.)

2) The PI Message Monitoring for ABAP & JAVA consists of two separate monitoring types: “Master
Collector for PI incl. JAVA” and “Dependent Data Collector for PI incl. JAVA”. They have to be configured in
parallel to ensure the monitoring works properly. During migration, however, only the Dependent Data
Collector  is  migrated  to  ICMon.  The  Master  Collector,  as  no  longer  needed,  remains  in  the  BPMon
application and can be deleted from the solution manually after successful migration.

RESULTS OF MIGRATION TO ICMON (GENERAL BEHAVIOR)

When interface monitoring objects are migrated to MAI, the corresponding configuration is made inactive
in BPMon and managed objects (“Interface Channels”) are created in ICMon application. The BPMon
configuration is transferred into ICMon as follows:

· Header data (name of the monitoring object, managed system, interface technology)

Before migration (BPMon setup):

After migration (ICMon setup):
An Interface Channel is created for the monitoring object. The details of the managed system are
displayed in the header part of the screen, as well as the header part of the Interface Channel itself. If
the monitoring object was not assigned to an interface in BPMon previously, the sender and target
system of the Interface Channel are the same. The Interface Channel Name must be unique, thus it’s
generated during migration following the naming convention:
<Interface Technology>_<SID Managed System>_<Client Managed System>_ID<Counter>
Note that  the counter  has  three digits  in  SAP Solution Manager  7.1  SP12 and SP13,  unless  you have
implemented note 2143279. As of SP14, and in SAP Solution Manager 7.2, the counter is increased to
four digits.
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The name of the monitoring object as defined in BPMon setup is visible in column Description.

· Configuration on monitoring object level
Before migration (BPMon setup):

After migration (ICMon setup):
An Interface is created in the Interface Channel. The Interface Name is set to the technical identifier of
the source monitoring object. The parameter values are transferred into the corresponding
configuration parameters.

· Key figures

Before migration (BPMon setup):

After migration (ICMon setup):
The corresponding metrics are selected in the Interface Channel.
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· Configuration on key figure level and threshold values

Before migration (BPMon setup):

After migration (ICMon setup):
The parameter values on key figure level are transferred into the corresponding configuration
parameters at metric level.

The threshold values are not maintained in the configuration screen in ICMon, but in the subsequent
step (activation screen). A rule type is set which corresponds to the rating strategy in BPMon. In some
cases, the threshold values are adjusted slightly to respect different rating mechanisms in MAI
(compared to BPMon infrastructure). See chapter General Transformation Rules for further details.
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· Monitoring Schedule

Before migration (BPMon setup):

After migration (ICMon setup):
The scheduling information is available at metric level in the activation screen.

· Further settings like Notifications, Monitoring Activities, Alert Handling: These settings are migrated in
the same way as it is done for normal BPMon monitoring objects.
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TRANSFORMATION RULES DURING MIGRATION

Due to the changed underlying infrastructure and a different data model between BPMon and ICMon, not
all available monitoring configuration can be migrated 1:1. Sometimes this can lead to a slightly different
behavior of the managed object, or some monitoring configuration can even not be transferred at all. In
order to map the existing configuration into the new data model, transformation rules have to be applied
during migration in some cases. These are listed below.

General transformation rules

· Threshold values

In BPMon the way threshold values are handled vary between the different monitor types. Some
monitor  types  set  the rating once a  threshold is reached (“more/equal than”, “less/equal than”),
others if it is exceeded (“more than”, “less than”). In MAI, all  metrics obey the same logic; a new
rating is set once a threshold is reached. Thus, some of the BPMon threshold values are adjusted
during migration. Upper thresholds are increased by one; lower thresholds are decreased by one.
This ensures that alerting still works in the same way after migration.
Refer to SAP note 2389853 to find further specifics on threshold migration, as well as some typical
examples.

· Monitoring objects with (partly) missing configuration

If there are monitoring objects in the solution which miss parts of the configuration, or which have
“inactive” configuration (like configuration on key figure level, but the key figure itself is not
selected  for  monitoring),  the  monitoring  object  might  only  get  partially  migrated  to  ICMon  or
perhaps not even at all. This is primarily due to the different data models in BPMon and ICMon. The
following rules apply:

o Key figure is selected in BPMon, but no configuration is made: key figure is migrated.

o Key figure is  not  selected,  but  configuration exists  on key figure level:  key  figure is  migrated,
but without threshold values and scheduling information.

o No configuration is made at all for the monitoring object: monitoring object is not migrated.

This implies that it might be required to maintain some of the configuration manually in ICMon
after migration (e.g. missing threshold values for the metric).

· Monitoring objects with configuration parameter for status

The monitor types BDoc Documents for Analytics, Batch Input Monitoring, IDoc Monitoring, IDoc
Reporting, Workflow Monitoring (general) and PI Message Monitoring offer configuration
parameters for the status of the interface document to be monitored (e.g. IDoc status, status of the
Batch Input session). Depending on the configuration made, it is possible to monitor error or
backlog situations, or even apply throughput measurements with the same monitor type. In MAI
there is an additional categorization to distinguish between the different scenarios. Metrics which
measure error situations are categorized as Exceptions, whereas backlog and throughput
measurements are grouped into category Performance. To facilitate this additional categorization,
the BPMon key figures in scope have two counterparts in ICMon; one exception metric and one
performance metric.
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Example: PI Message Monitoring
Before Migration (in BPMon:

After migration (in ICMon):

During migration, it is determined which status values are maintained and the corresponding
metric  is  chosen.  In  the  mixed  case  –  e.g.  if  the  status  parameter  is  filled  with  both  error  and
backlog values – the more severe category is chosen, which is Exceptions. As the status values for
the above mentioned monitor types are hard-set in the migration report, it might be that a
category is chosen which does not reflect the specific monitoring scenario. In such cases, manual
work is necessary in ICMon after migration (e.g. de-select the exception metric, instead select the
performance metric, and – if available – copy the monitoring configuration from the old into the
new metric). A list of relevant status values per monitor type is available in the Appendix.

· BW-based Alerting monitoring objects

For monitor types IDoc Reporting, Workflow Monitoring (general) and BDoc Documents for
Analytics it is possible to configure so-called “BW-based Alerting”: monitoring objects which do not
access the managed system directly, but create alerts based on BW data from BPMon info cubes.
Those info cubes are fed by monitoring objects which are configured at the Logical Component
level (“parent object”), and to which the BW-based Alerting monitoring object are assigned to. In
ICMon no corresponding functionality exists yet. During migration the BW-based Alerting
monitoring objects (also referred to as “child objects”) are therefore created as a normal managed
object. This means particularly that they do not read data from Solution Manager’s BW info cubes,
but  perform  a  direct  data  collection  on  the  managed  system.  In  order  to  have  a  full  set  of
configuration parameters, the parameter values from a dedicated child object are mixed with the
parameter values of its parent object. The merge obeys the following rules:

o If a parameter is maintained only in the parent object, the value is taken from there.

o If a parameter value exists only in the child object, or in both the child object and its parent
object, the value is taken from the child object (“child object rules”).

o Group By flags from the parent object are ignored, but considered if maintained in the child
object.
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· Key figures with combined rating strategy (number & age)

Some key figures in BPMon offer combined threshold values: one pair of thresholds to rate the
number of matching interface documents and another pair of thresholds to rate the age of  the
interface documents. If one pair of thresholds is exceeded, the corresponding higher rating is set.
This applies to the following key figures in BPMon:

o BDoc  Monitoring:  “Combi  of  Messages  &  Age  in  error  state”,  “Combi  of  Messages  &  Age  in
intermediate state”.

o qRFC  Monitoring:  “BL:  Combi  of  Total  entries  &  Oldest  age”,  “ST:  Combi  Queues  &  Age  in
critical state”, “ST: Combi Queues & Age in interim state”.

o tRFC Monitoring: “Combi of Entries & Age in critical state”, “Combi of Entries & Age in interim
state”.

o Workflow Monitoring (SAP, Basis release-dependent): “Number of work items in status
(group)”.

o Workflow  Monitoring  (general):  “Number  of  work  items  in  status  (group)”,  “Work  items  in
status”, “Avg. age of work item”.

In MAI, there is no corresponding rating strategy. To deal with this situation, the single BPMon key
figure is split into two separate metrics during migration, and the two pairs of threshold values are
distributed to the metrics accordingly. The two metrics are handled by a common event which
results in the same alerting logic as before: an alert is only created if one pair of threshold values is
exceeded.

Example: qRFC Monitoring, key figure “ST: Combi Queues & Age in critical state”
Before migration (in BPMon):

After migration (in ICMon):
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· Key figures with more than one parameter set

In BPMon, some key figures allow to specify more than one so-called parameter set. A parameter
set consists of an own set of configuration values on key figure level and own threshold values.
Parameter sets can also be created for the metrics available in ICMon. However, while the
configuration values can be maintained separately per parameter set, the threshold values can only
be  set  commonly  for  the  metric,  not  per  parameter  set.  Therefore,  it  is  necessary  to  create  a
separate Interface Channel for each parameter set found. The following rules are applied during
migration:

o As soon as one key figure has more than one parameter set, additional Interface Channels are
created. Exception: all parameter sets in the classical BPMon object have identical threshold
values. Then only a single Interface Channel is created (refer to SAP note 2345777).

o The number of new Interface Channels corresponds to the number of parameter sets.
o All parameter sets which have the same counter are put together into the same Interface

Channel (to reduce the amount of new Interface Channels to a minimum).

Example:
Before migration (in BPMon), arbitrary monitoring object with several key figures and parameter
sets:
Key figure ID Parameter Set ID
01 001

002
02 001
03 001

002
003

After migration (in ICMon):
Interface Channel ID Contains Key Figure / Parameter Set
A 01 / 001

02 / 001
03 / 001

B 01 / 002
02 / 002

C 03 003
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In  this  case  the  single  monitoring  object  in  BPMon  is  split  into  three  managed  objects  in  ICMon
(Interface Channels A, B, and C).

For technical reasons, the monitor types “Workflow Monitoring (general)”, “Workflow Monitoring
(SAP Basis release-dependent)” and “WebService Monitoring” create separate Interface Channels
per key figure and parameter set.

Transformation rules for specific monitor types

· File Monitoring

In  ICMon,  monitoring  of  files  is  performed  using  the  Diagnostic  Agent.  The  BPMon  File  Monitor
provides redundant functionalities. Thus, both data providers are merged and the BPMon File
Monitor  will  become obsolete  in  the mid-term.   However,  the old  BPMon data  collector  is  partly
still  in  use  in  ICMon,  since  the  Diagnostic  Agent  does  not  yet  provide  all  the  metrics  which  are
available in BPMon File Monitoring functionality. This applies to the three key figures “Creation
Time  of  File”,  “Pattern  XML”,  and  “Value  XML”.  In  case  the  source  monitoring  object  consists  of
both  key  figures  for  the  Diagnostic  Agent  and  for  the  BPMon  File  Monitor,  the  migration  report
splits it into two separate Interface Channels.

Moreover, if  the Diagnostic Agent is the target data provider, the managed system in ICMon may
no longer be defined as a technical system. Instead the host of the managed system on which the
Diagnostic Agent runs on has to be set as a measuring point during Interface Channel creation.
During migration, this specific host is read from Solution Manager’s LMDB. Be aware that if the file
to be monitored resides on a different host than the one the Diagnostic Agent runs on, it might be
possible  that  the  monitoring  is  no  longer  working  after  migration.  It  is  then  necessary  to  take
manual  action (e.g.  make the file  visible  on the other  host,  or  create the Interface Channel  again
with the right host as a measuring point).

The metrics of the Diagnostic Agent provide some mandatory configuration parameters which are
not obligatory in BPMon (especially the file name). Thus it might happen that the Interface Channel
is created without these mandatory parameters and they have to be maintained manually in ICMon
after migration in order to successfully activate the monitoring.
Some configuration parameters are not available in the metrics of the Diagnostic Agent. Those
parameters are listed in chapter Functional Gaps for Migrated Objects.

· PI Collector for ABAP & JAVA

As outlined before, the monitoring object “PI Master Collector for PI incl. JAVA” is not migrated to
ICMon. After successful migration, it is no longer needed and can be deleted from the solution in
BPMon setup. The “Dependent Data Collector for PI incl. JAVA” is transferred into the data provider
from Technical Monitoring. As this data provider cannot work with the value “7D” (seven days) for
the time bucket in scope, the value is changed from “7D” to “CW” (current week) during migration.
This results in slightly different monitoring and alerting results.

· ABAP WebService Monitoring

In BPMon, monitor type “ABAP WebService Monitoring” is defined by the logical port used for
communication, and by the consumer proxy. In ICMon, a distinction is made between the
WebService being measured on consumer or on provider side. Depending on the direction, the
parameter “Web Service” is filled as follows:
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o If the measurement takes place in the source system, the WebService call is regarded as
consumer call, and the consumer proxy from BPMon is directly transferred into
configuration parameter “WS proxy” in ICMon.

o If the measurement takes place in the target system, the WebService acts as service
provider. In this case, the actual name of the WebService is derived from the consumer
proxy as maintained in BPMon, and the “WS name” parameter is filled with this actual
name accordingly.

Note that the logical port setting is only used in ICMon if the measurement takes place in the
source system (consumer service scenario), otherwise it’s discarded since not needed.

· Workflow Monitoring

BPMon offers two different monitor types to monitor workflow processing on the managed
system: “Workflow Monitoring (general)” and “Workflow Monitoring (SAP Basis release-
dependent)”. These two functionalities are merged into one data provider in ICMon. During
migration, some key figures of “Workflow Monitoring (SAP Basis release-dependent)” are
transferred into corresponding key figures of “Workflow Monitoring (general)”, the others which
were not used commonly by customers are discontinued.

Source key figure Technical ID
(Source)

Target key figure Technical ID
(Target)

Number of work
items in error status

IMSWFMON01 Work items in status IMSWFMO110

Number of work
items after system
crash

IMSWFMON02 Combination of:
Work items in status
Average age of work item

IMSWFMO110
IMSWFMO111

Number of  event
linkages with status
error

IMSWFMON03 Number of events in
backlog

IMSWFMO107

Canceled entries in
workflow RFC
destination

IMSWFMON04 discontinued

Status of workflow
runtime environment

IMSWFMON05 discontinued

	
FUNCTIONAL GAPS FOR MIGRATED OBJECTS

Some functional gaps exist which prevent all data being transferred into the ICMon application. This could
mean that the resulting managed objects in ICMon have either slightly different content (see chapter
Transformation Rules, too), or that some configuration data cannot be transferred at all, since there is no
counterpart yet in ICMon application.

· Key figures without threshold values (“status key figures”)

Some key figures in BPMon do not use threshold values to decide which rating has to be applied on
the measured values. Instead you can only choose if the rating of the alert shall  be yellow or red
once an issue has been detected during data collection.
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Example:  Key figure “Availability of RFC connection”

After migration, rating strategy “Already rated” is assigned to such key figures. However, it  is not
possible to choose if upcoming alerts shall be of yellow or red color. Instead a red rating is always
set.

· Monitor Type “Evaluate RFC Connections”

Monitor type “Evaluate RFC Connections” is transferred into metric “RFC Destination available”.
This  metric  does  not  yet  offer  configuration  parameter  “Max.  Wait  Time”  which  is  available  in
BPMon. Therefore, the corresponding parameter value is discarded during migration.

· Monitor Type “ABAP WebService Monitoring”

In BPMon, two key figures are available to monitor the number of critical WebService executions:
“Delta” and “Total”. The option “Total” is not yet available in ICMon. Instead both key figures are
transferred into metric “Number of Web Service Exceptions” which always reports WebService
executions in delta mode.

· Monitor Type: “File Monitoring”

Some key figures of the BPMon File Monitoring functionality are transferred into the corresponding
metrics  of  the  file  monitoring  metrics  provided  by  Diagnostic  Agent  (see  chapter Specific
Transformation Rules). For those key figures, the following BPMon configuration parameters are
discarded during migration as no corresponding counterpart exists in the target metrics:

o On BPMon header level: “File Name Pattern”, “User (File Creator)”.
o On BPMon key figure level:

§ Key figure “File Size”: “File Pattern”, “Size Unit”
§ Key figure “File Age”: “File Pattern”
§ Key figure “Number of patterns nonXML”: “DELTA mode”.

· Monitor Type: “IDoc Reporting”

If configured at Logical Component level in BPMon setup, the monitor type IDoc Reporting provides
the possibility to group values by certain IDoc payload fields (configuration parameters “Segment
Field Value 1” and “Segment Field Value 2”). In order to have meaningful master data available in
the BP Analytics and BPO Dashboard applications, it is possible to assign a so-called “Semantic ID”
to the selected field values.
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The “Group By” option still exists in ICMon setup. However, it is not yet possible to assign the right
Semantic IDs as the corresponding selection fields are missing. This means that if the data is viewed
in the reporting tools, those IDoc payload fields are only displayed with their technical identifier,
not with a meaningful, language-specific description.

· Monitor Type: “Dependent Data Collector for PI incl. JAVA”

In BPMon, this monitor type provides a detail info list for the affected PI messages. If alerts are
created, one can navigate from BPMon alert inbox to a separate screen to view the PI messages,
and to call the standard PI monitoring tools from there. The corresponding functionality was only
introduced in ICMon as of SAP Solution Manager 7.1 SP13.

· Scheduling of monitoring object

If a monitoring object in BPMon uses the start time only (no end time) to define the scheduling of
the data  collector,  the end time is  set  to  00:00:00 in  ICMon.  This  creates  problems if  you like  to
change the Interface Channel afterwards since the end time must not be smaller than the start time
in MAI.

If a data collection frequency is maintained in addition the Collection Period in ICMon is set
accordingly. If no data collection frequency is provided in addition to the start time (scenario
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“execute  once  per  day  at  specified  time”),  the  Collection  Period  in  ICMon  is  set  to  15  minutes.
However, although not visible to the end user, data will still be collected once per day as before in
BPMon.

To overcome these weaknesses in the ICMon scheduling UI it’s recommended to apply SAP notes
2504459 and 2499023. This introduces a “Collect Once” checkbox in the scheduling UI which makes
it clear data is only collected once per day, and it sets the end time even to 23:59:59 if not provided
in classical BPMon.

ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES DURING ICMON MIGRATION

During migration it might happen that error and warning messages are created which are related to
interface monitoring. Messages of type “Error” must be handled since affected monitoring objects can’t be
migrated to ICMon. Messages of type “Warning” don’t stop migration of a monitoring object, but should be
reviewed after migration is finished. It might be that monitoring configuration was not fully transferred to
ICMon for the affected monitoring objects.

Note: It  is  strictly  recommended  to  run  the  migration  report  with  the  option  “Stop  migration  if  error
occurs” as otherwise inconsistent configuration can be created, or even all configuration could be lost.
Check the root cause of the error by means of below listed error messages and resolve it. Then re-start the
migration. If an error message occurs which is not listed below, and it is related to one of the monitor types
which are migrated to ICMon (according to the table in chapter Monitor Types) contact SAP Support by
creating a customer message on component SV-SMG-MON-BPM-DCM.

If you run into a problem during migration which is not described here make sure you have applied the
most recent versions of SAP note 2204361 (SAP Solution Manager 7.1) and 2326286 (SAP Solution Manager
7.2), respectively before you start migration again.

Message: “No host with active Diagnostic Agent found for system <system ID>”
Type: Warning
Can occur for monitor types: File Monitoring
Explanation: There is no host with active diagnostic agent available in the landscape management database
(LMDB) for the technical system that the monitoring object is assigned to. A host with diagnostic agent is
the prerequisite to collect data for an interface channel of the type 'File'.
System behavior: The interface channel can be created. However, no metrics can be collected once the
interface channel is activated.
What to do: Make sure a diagnostic agent is running on the relevant host. Then set the diagnostics-relevant
flag in LMDB for this host. Only then you should activate the interface channel.

Message: “No matching template for parameter <monitor type>”
Type: Error
Can occur for monitor types: File Monitoring
Explanation:  Each  Interface  Monitor  in  classical  BPMon  has  a  counterpart  in  ICMon,  which  is  the
corresponding MAI template. For the current monitoring object this MAI template is not found in the
system.
System behavior: The corresponding monitoring object cannot be migrated to ICMon.
What to do:  Check if  the Solution Manager Content is up to date. Check if  all  necessary prerequisites are
fulfilled in order to configure Interface Channel Monitoring. Possibly the preparatory steps of the Guided
Procedure for Interface Channel Monitoring must be performed in SOLMAN_SETUP.

Message: “No active WebService for proxy <proxy name>”
Type: Warning
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Can occur for monitor types: WebService Monitoring
Explanation: The WebService Monitoring key figures are migrated to metric “Number of WebService
Exceptions” of the corresponding data provider supplied by Technical Monitoring. If the measuring point
for  the new Interface Channel  is  the target  system,  the interface is  defined by the WebService  name (in
combination with the WebService method), not the proxy name of the WebService (as in classic BPMon).
During migration it is checked if there is an active WebService for the consumer proxy defined in BPMon
setup.
System behavior:  If  there is no active WebService for the current monitoring object, a warning is issued,
but migration continues.
What to do: After migrating, check the configuration of the corresponding Interface Channel in the ICMon
setup. You may have to add the WebService name to the monitoring configuration.

Message: “No valid metric could be found for context ID <context ID>”
Type: Error
Can occur for monitor types: All types
Explanation: No metrics were found for the newly created Interface Channel. Thus, the threshold values
and scheduling information could not be attached to the metrics.
System behavior: The corresponding monitoring object cannot be migrated to ICMon.
What to do: This is an error which has to be analyzed in more detail by SAP. Open a customer message on
component SV-SMG-MON-BPM-DCM.

Message: “No parent object for BW alerting object <object name>”
Type: Warning
Can occur for monitor types: IDoc Reporting, Workflow Monitoring (general), BDoc Documents for
Analytics
Explanation: The current monitoring object is a BW alerting object. It uses monitoring data selected by its
parent monitoring object, which is configured at logical component level. The system could not find this
parent monitoring object during migration.
System behavior: The current monitoring object is migrated, but some monitoring configuration from its
parent monitoring object is missing.
What to do: After migration, complement the monitoring configuration of the corresponding Interface
Channel in the ICMon setup.

Message: “No configuration available for object <object name> (MonID <Monitoring ID>)”
Type: Warning
Can occur for monitor types: All types
Explanation: The current monitoring object is not configured.
System behavior: The current monitoring object is not migrated.
What to do: Go to the BPMon setup and check if this monitoring object is still needed. If not, delete it. If so,
provide at least the minimum monitoring configuration.

Message: “Delete or adjust object”
Type: Error
Can occur for monitor types: All types
Explanation: This message is raised with the previous message (“No configuration available for object
<object name> (MonID <Monitoring ID>)”).
System behavior: See previous message
What to do: See previous message.

Message: “Could not retrieve PI Domain for system <system ID>”
Type: Error
Can occur for monitor types: Dependent Data Collector for PI incl. JAVA
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Explanation: The current monitoring object is transferred into a corresponding PI Monitoring metric, which
is based on the PI Monitoring application in SAP Solution Manager. To configure this kind of PI Monitoring,
the managed system must be in a PI domain according to the settings in the landscape management
database (LMDB) of SAP Solution Manager. This is not the case for this managed system.
System behavior: The system cannot migrate the monitoring object to ICMon.
What to do: Assign the current managed system to a PI domain in LMDB and migrate again.

Message: “tRFC calls can only be measured on sender side (object <object name>)”
Type: Warning
Can occur for monitor types: tRFC Monitoring
Explanation: Transactional Remote Function Calls (tRFCs) can only be monitored on the sending side of an
interface, as errors during processing can only be observed in the calling system, so you must not set the
measuring point  of  the managed object  to  the receiving system,  in  ICMon.  In  classic  BPMon,  there is  no
such hard restriction. It is technically possible to assign a monitoring object of type tRFC to the receiving
side of an interface, or to a business process step which is part of an interface which is the receiving step of
this interface. This is not functionally desirable, but there may be such tRFC monitoring objects in BPMon.
They cannot be migrated to ICMon.
System behavior: If such a tRFC monitoring object is detected during migration (the monitoring object is
assigned to the receiving system of an interface), the new Interface Channel uses the target system data
only. Both source and target systems are set to the system corresponding to the receiving system in classic
BPMon.  The  measuring  point  of  the  Interface  Channel  is  set  to  the  source  system.  Example:  tRFC
monitoring object in classic BPMon configured at interface level between systems A to B; measuring point
is system B. Migration converts this monitoring object into an artificial Interface Channel between systems
A and B, which has the same sender and receiver system (system B to B), with the measuring point on the
source system side (= system B)
What to do: After migration, check if the new Interface Channel still fulfills the monitoring requirements. If
necessary, adjust the Interface Channel configuration, or create a new Interface Channel that better
reflects the initial monitoring requirements.

Message: “Cannot retrieve system data”
Type: Error
Can occur for monitor types: All types
Explanation: An error occurred while retrieving technical system data from the landscape management
database (LMDB) for the new Interface Channel. The systems are probably not properly configured in
LMDB.
System behavior: As the Interface Channel cannot be created without technical system data, migration is
aborted.
What to do: Check why the system data is not available in LDMB, make necessary corrections and migrate
again.

Message: “Monitoring setup may be incomplete”
Type: Warning
Can occur for monitor types: All types
Explanation: The system detected problems during migration. Not all of the configuration parameters of
the original monitoring object in classic BPMon could be migrated to the new Interface Channel in ICMon.
System behavior: A warning is issued, migration of the monitoring object continues.
What to do: After migration, check the new Interface Channel for missing configuration, and complement if
necessary.

Message: “Problems while migrating monitoring schedule”
Type: Warning
Can occur for monitor types: All types
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Explanation: The system detected a problem during migration of the monitoring schedule data from the
classic BPMon object into the new MAI format.
System behavior: The current monitoring object is migrated, but the monitoring schedule data for the new
Interface Channel might be incomplete or missing.
What to do: After completing the migration, check the monitoring schedule of the new Interface Channel,
and correct the settings if necessary.

Message: “No technical scenario for PI domain <PI domain> assigned to system <system ID>”
Type: Error
Can occur for monitor types: Dependent Data Collector for PI incl. JAVA
Explanation: The migration transfers the current monitoring object into a corresponding PI Monitoring
metric, based on the PI Monitoring application in SAP Solution Manager. To configure this kind of PI
Monitoring, the managed system must be in a PI domain, according to the settings in the landscape
management database (LMDB) of SAP Solution Manager, and a technical scenario has to be defined for this
PI domain. The PI domain has been determined for system, but there is no technical scenario for this
domain.
System behavior: The system cannot migrate the monitoring object to ICMon.
What to do: Create a technical scenario for the PI domain and restart the migration process.

Message: “Error during determination of technical scenario for PI domain <PI domain>”
Type: Error
Can occur for monitor types: Dependent Data Collector for PI incl. JAVA
Explanation: The migration transfers the current monitoring object into a corresponding PI Monitoring
metric, based on the PI Monitoring application in SAP Solution Manager. To configure this kind of PI
Monitoring, the managed system must be in a PI domain, according to the settings in the landscape
management database (LMDB) of SAP Solution Manager, and a technical scenario has to be defined for this
PI domain. The PI domain has been determined for system, but an error occurred while determining the
assigned technical scenarios.
System behavior: The system cannot migrate the monitoring object to ICMon.
What to do: Correct the error raised during technical scenario determination.

Message: “No host found for system <system ID>”
Type: Error
Can occur for monitor types: File Monitoring
Explanation: There are no hosts available in the landscape management database (LMDB) for the technical
system that the monitoring object is assigned to. A valid host is the prerequisite to create an Interface
channel of the type 'File'.
System behavior: The interface channel cannot be created.
What to do: Assign at least one host in LMDB to the technical system in the scope, then migrate again.

IMPORTANT NOTES

The following notes are relevant for migration to ICMon and should be implemented in the SAP Solution
Manager system if applicable before migration is executed.

SAP Solution Manager 7.1:
· 2008715: Advance Corrections BPMon SM 7.1 ST710 delivered with SP13

· 2109939: Advance Corrections BPMon SM 7.1 ST710 delivered with SP14

· 2204361: Advance Corrections BPMon SM 7.1 ST710 delivered with SP15
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· 2345777: SAP Solution Manager 7.1 Collective Note for Issues in BPMon corrected after Support
Package 15

· 2143279: BPMon to MAI migration: enable migration of 1000+ interface monitoring objects

· 2485623: MAI Migration to ICMon: short dump GETWA_NOT_ASSIGNED while migrating thresholds

· 2504459: MAI Migration to ICMon: End time not provided in migrated Interface Channels

· 2499023: 'Collect Once' check-box in the advanced scheduling UI

SAP Solution Manager 7.2:
· 2326286: Business Process Monitoring with SAP Solution Manager 7.2 - Corrections on-top of SP 3

· 2485623: MAI Migration to ICMon: short dump GETWA_NOT_ASSIGNED while migrating thresholds

· 2504459: MAI Migration to ICMon: End time not provided in migrated Interface Channels

· 2499023: 'Collect Once' check-box in the advanced scheduling UI
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APPENDIX
Mapping of BPMon Key Figures to ICMon Metrics
Below all target metrics are listed into which the BPMon key figures are transferred during migration. Note
that sometimes a single BPMon key figure can have more than one ICMon target metric. This applies to the
following cases:

1) BPMon key figure has  combined rating strategy (number & age)  => two target  metrics  in  ICMon
(see chapter General Transformation Rules, too).

2) BPMon key figure has the status as a configuration parameter => two target metrics possible (see
chapter General Transformation Rules, too).

If more than one target metric is listed in the table below, the corresponding use case as described above is
indicated. Note that sometimes both cases apply, which results in 4 possible target metrics.

· Monitor Type: BDoc Documents for Analytics

Migrated to Interface Channel Type / Monitoring Template: BDoc / BDoc (Analyis)
BPMon Key Figure ICMon Metric(s) MAI Category

BDoc Counts 2) Number of BDoc messages in critical status(es) Exceptions

Number of BDoc messages in uncritical status(es) Performance

· Monitor Type: BDoc Monitoring

Migrated to Interface Channel Type / Monitoring Template: BDoc / BDoc (Real-time Monitoring)
BPMon Key Figure ICMon Metric(s) MAI Category

Number of BDoc
messages in error state

Number of BDoc messages in error state Exceptions

Age of oldest message
in error state

Age of oldest BDoc message in error state Exceptions

Combi of Messages &
Age in error state 1)

Age of oldest BDoc message in error state
(combination with Number)

Exceptions

Number of BDoc messages in error state
(combination with Age)

Exceptions

Number of BDoc
messages in interm.
state

Number of BDoc messages in intermediate state Performance
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Age of oldest message
in interm. state

Age of oldest BDoc message in intermediate state Performance

Combi of Messages &
Age in interm. state 1)

Age of oldest BDoc message in intermediate state
(combination with Number)

Performance

Number of BDoc messages in intermediate state
(combination with Age)

Performance

· Monitor Type: CRM Middleware Monitoring

Migrated to Interface Channel Type / Monitoring Template: BDoc / CRM Middleware
BPMon Key Figure ICMon Metric(s) MAI Category

Mobile sites with
overdue
synchronization

Number of Mobile sites with overdue
synchronization

Exceptions

Number of R&R Queues
in status HOLD

Number of R&R queues in status HOLD Exceptions

Number of entries in
R&R Queue

Number of entries in R&R queues Performance

MW Cockpit Number of MW Cockpit nodes in critical state Exceptions

Number of BDoc
messages processed

Number of BDoc messages processed Performance

Average processing
time for BDoc messages

Average processing time for BDoc messages Performance

Number of mobile sites
with import failures

Number of mobile sites with import failures Exceptions

· Monitor Type: Batch Input Monitoring

Migrated to Interface Channel Type / Monitoring Template: Batch Input / Batch Input
BPMon Key Figure ICMon Metric(s) MAI Category

Sessions in specified
status(es) 2)

Number of sessions in critical status(es) Exceptions

Number of sessions in uncritical status(es) Performance

Errors per session Number of errors per session Exceptions

Transactions processed Transactions processed per session Performance
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per session

Transactions in
specified status(es) 2)

Number of transaction in critical status(es) Exceptions

Number of transaction in uncritical status(es) Performance

Job cancellation Canceled jobs during Batch Input processing Exceptions

· Monitor Type: File Monitoring

Migrated to Interface Channel Type / Monitoring Templates: File / File (ABAP) and File (Diagnostic
Agent)
BPMon Key Figure ICMon Metric(s) MAI Category

Creation Time of File Creation time of file Exceptions

File Size Size of File Performance

File Age (in min.) Age of File Performance

Number of files Number of Files available Availability

Number of lines in file Number of Entries within a File Performance

Number of patterns
nonXML

Number of Pattern Matches within a File (non-
XML)

Performance

Value nonXML File Content Scanner (non-XML) Exceptions

Pattern XML Number of Pattern Matches within a File (XML) Performance

Value XML File Content Scanner (XML) Exceptions

· Monitor Type: IDoc Monitoring

Migrated to Interface Channel Type / Monitoring Template: IDoc / IDoc (Real-time Monitoring)
BPMon Key Figure ICMon Metric(s) MAI Category

Delta number monitor
2)

Current number of erroneous IDocs (Real-time)
(Delta)

Exceptions

Current number of processed IDocs (Real-time)
(Delta)

Performance

Total number monitor
2)

Current number of erroneous IDocs (Real-time)
(Total)

Exceptions

Current number of processed IDocs (Real-time) Performance
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(Total)

· Monitor Type: IDoc Reporting

Migrated to Interface Channel Type / Monitoring Template: IDoc  / IDoc (Analysis)
BPMon Key Figure ICMon Metric(s) MAI Category

Total number of IDocs
created 2)

Total number of erroneous IDocs (Analysis) Exceptions

Total number of processed IDocs (Analysis) Performance

Average time to
process IDocs

Average time to process IDocs (Analysis) Performance

Maximum time to
process IDocs

Maximum time to process IDocs (Analysis) Performance

Percentage of IDocs
created

Percentage of IDocs in total (Analysis) Performance

Current number of
IDocs 2)

Current number of erroneous IDocs (Analysis) Exceptions

Current number of processed IDocs (Analysis) Performance

Percentage of current
IDocs

Percentage of current IDocs (Analysis) Performance

· Monitor Type: Evaluate RFC Connections

Migrated to Interface Channel Type / Monitoring Template: RFC / RFC
BPMon Key Figure ICMon Metric(s) MAI Category

Availability of RFC
connection

RFC Destination available Availability

· Monitor Type: tRFC Monitoring

Migrated to Interface Channel Type / Monitoring Template: tRFC / tRFC
BPMon Key Figure ICMon Metric(s) MAI Category

Number of tRFC entries
in critical state

Number of tRFC entries in critical state Exceptions

Age of oldest entry in
critical state

Age of oldest entry in critical state Exceptions

Combi of Entries & Age Age of oldest entry in critical state (combination Exceptions
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in critical state 1) with number)

Number of tRFC entries in critical state
(combination with age)

Exceptions

Number of tRFC entries
in interim state

Number of tRFC entries in interim state Performance

Age of oldest entry in
interim state

Age of oldest entry in interim state Performance

Combi of Entries & Age
in interim state 1)

Age of oldest entry in interim state (combination
with number)

Performance

Number of tRFC entries in interim state
(combination with age)

Performance

· Monitor Type: qRFC Monitoring

Migrated to Interface Channel Type / Monitoring Template: qRFC / qRFC
BPMon Key Figure ICMon Metric(s) MAI Category

BL: Number of
individual queues

Number of individual qRFC queues Performance

BL: Total number
entries in all queues

Total number entries in all queues Performance

BL: Average number of
entries per queue

Average number of entries per queue Performance

BL: Maximum number
of entries per queue

Maximum number of entries per queue Performance

BL: Age of oldest entry Age of oldest entry Performance

BL: Combi of Total
entries & Oldest age 1)

Age of oldest entry (combination with total
number)

Performance

Total number entries in all queues (combination
with oldest entry)

Performance

ST: Number queues
with critical state

Number of qRFC entries with critical status in
group

Exceptions

ST: Age of oldest
critical state queue

Age of oldest critical status in group Exceptions
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ST: Combi Queues &
Age in critical state 1)

Age of oldest critical status in group (combination
with Number)

Exceptions

Number of qRFC entries with critical status in
group (combination with Age)

Exceptions

ST: Number queues
with interim state

Number of entries with interim status in group Performance

ST: Age of oldest
interim state queue

Age of oldest interim status in group Performance

ST: Combi Queues &
Age in interim state 1)

Age of oldest interim status in group (combination
with Number)

Performance

Number of entries with interim status in group
(combination with Age)

Performance

Age of qRFC data
collection

Discontinued -

· Monitor Type: bgRFC Monitoring

Migrated to Interface Channel Type / Monitoring Template: bgRFC / Background RFC (bgRFC)
BPMon Key Figure ICMon Metric(s) MAI Category

BL: Number of
individual queues/dest.

Total number of individual queues/dest. Performance

BL: Total # of units in all
queues/dest.

Total number of units in all queues/dest. Performance

BL: Age of oldest unit Age of oldest unit Performance

ST: Number of
erroneous
queues/dest.

Number of erroneous queues/destinations Exceptions

ST: Total number of
erroneous units

Total number of erroneous units Exceptions

ST: Age of oldest unit in
error state

Age of oldest unit in error state Exceptions

ST: # of queues/dest.
with locked units

Number of queues/dest. with locked units Exceptions

ST: Total number of Total number of locked units Exceptions
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locked units

ST: Age of oldest unit
with a lock

Age of oldest unit with a lock Exceptions

· Monitor Type: Workflow Monitoring (general)

Migrated to Interface Channel Type / Monitoring Template: Workflow / Workflow
BPMon Key Figure ICMon Metric(s) MAI Category

Number of work items
in status 1) 2)

Average Age of work items in critical status
(combination with Number)

Exception

Number of work items in critical status
(combination with Average Age)

Exception

Average Age of work items in uncritical status
(combination with Number)

Performance

Number of work items in uncritical status
(combination with Average Age)

Performance

Number of events in
backlog

Number of unprocessed events Exception

Age of oldest
incomplete work item

Age of oldest incomplete work item Exception

Avg. age of incomplete
work item

Average age of incomplete work items Exception

Work items in status 2) Number of work items in critical status Exception

Number of work items in uncritical status Performance

Avg. age of work item 2) Average age of incomplete work items Exception

Average age of completed work items Performance

· Monitor Type: Workflow Monitoring (SAP Basis release-dependent)

Migrated to Interface Channel Type / Monitoring Template: Workflow / Workflow
BPMon Key Figure ICMon Metric(s) MAI Category

Number of work items
in error status

Number of work items in critical status Exception
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Number of work items
after system crash 2)

Average Age of work items in critical status
(combination with Number)

Exception

Number of work items in critical status
(combination with Average Age)

Exception

Number of event
linkages with status
error

Number of unprocessed events Exception

Canceled entries in
workflow RFC
destination

Discontinued -

Status of workflow
runtime environment

Discontinued -

Number of work items
in status 1) 2)

Average Age of work items in critical status
(combination with Number)

Exception

Number of work items in critical status
(combination with Average Age)

Exception

Average Age of work items in uncritical status
(combination with Number)

Performance

Number of work items in uncritical status
(combination with Average Age)

Performance

Number of events in
backlog

Number of unprocessed events Exception

Age of oldest
incomplete work item

Age of oldest incomplete work item Exception

Avg. age of incomplete
work item

Average age of incomplete work items Exception

· Monitor Type: ABAP WebService Monitoring

Migrated to Interface Channel Type / Monitoring Template: Web service / Web Service ABAP
BPMon Key Figure ICMon Metric(s) MAI Category

Delta Number of Web Service Exceptions Exceptions

Total Number of Web Service Exceptions Exceptions
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· Monitor Type: PI Message Monitoring

Migrated to Interface Channel Type / Monitoring Template: SAP Process Integration / Process
Integration (PI # ABAP only)
BPMon Key Figure ICMon Metric(s) MAI Category

Delta Message Monitor
2)

Number of critical PI Messages (ABAP only)
(Delta)

Exceptions

Number of uncritical PI Messages (ABAP only)
(Delta)

Performance

Total Message Monitor
2)

Number of critical PI Messages (ABAP only)
(Total)

Exceptions

Number of uncritical PI Messages (ABAP only)
(Total)

Performance

· Monitor Type: PI non-Message Monitoring

Migrated to Interface Channel Type / Monitoring Template: SAP Process Integration / Process
Integration (PI Channel)
BPMon Key Figure ICMon Metric(s) MAI Category

Channels by Activation
Status

Number of PI channels in critical activation status Exceptions

Channels by Channel
Status

Number of PI channels in critical channel status Exceptions

J2SE Adapter Status Number of PI channels (J2SE) in critical adapter
status

Exceptions

J2SE Adapter Condition Number of PI channels (J2SE) in critical adapter
condition

Exceptions

· Monitor Type: Dependent Data Collector for PI incl. JAVA

Migrated to Interface Channel Type / Monitoring Template: SAP Process Integration / Process
Integration (PI)
BPMon Key Figure ICMon Metric(s) MAI Category

Errors Number of Erroneous PI Messages Exceptions

Intermediate Number of Intermediate PI Messages Exceptions

Cancelled Number of Canceled PI Messages Exceptions
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List of Status Values Considered as Critical
If one of the statuses listed below is maintained in BPMon setup, the corresponding key figure is mapped
into the exception metric. For all other status values (not listed here) the performance metric is chosen.

· Monitor Type: BDoc Documents for Analytics
Configuration Parameter: BDoc State

Critical Status Value Description
E01 Technical error (incomplete)
E02 Partially sent, receivers have errors
E03 BDoc cannot be read from DB
E05 BDoc validation error
E06 Outbound processing failed
E07 Conversion error
E08 Mapping error
E09 Update failure
R01 Retry after temporary error
T01 Temporary lack of resources in application layer

· Monitor Type: Batch Input Monitoring
Configuration Parameter: Status(es)

Critical Status Value Description
E Incorrect

· Monitor Types: IDoc Monitoring and IDoc Reporting
Configuration Parameters: Status Number(s), Status No., Initial Status No., Final Status No.

Critical Status Value Description
02 Error passing data to port
04 Error within control information of EDI subsystem
05 Error During Translation
07 Error during syntax check
09 Error during interchange handling
11 Error during dispatch
15 Interchange Acknowledgement negative
17 Functional Acknowledgement negative
20 Error triggering EDI subsystem
21 Error passing data for test
23 Error during retransmission
26 Error during syntax check of IDoc (outbound)
27 Error in dispatch level (ALE service)
28 IDoc sent to ALE distribution unit retroactively
29 Error in ALE service
34 Error in control record of IDoc
36 Electronic signature not performed (timeout)
40 Application document not created in target system
51 Application document not posted
54 Error during formal application check
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56 IDoc with errors added
57 Test IDoc: Error during application check
58 IDoc copy from R/2 connection
60 Error during syntax check of IDoc (inbound)
63 Error passing IDoc to application
65 Error in ALE service

· Monitor Type: Workflow Monitoring (general)
Configuration Parameter: Status

Critical Status Value Description
CANCELLED Logically deleted
ERROR Error
EXCPCAUGHT Exception Caught
EXCPHANDLR Exception Being Handled

· Monitor Type: PI Message Monitoring
Configuration Parameter: Status

Critical Status Value Description
011 No Receiver Found
014 System Error - Manual Restart Possible
017 Application Error - Manual Restart Possible
018 System Error - After Automatic Restart
019 Changed Manually
021 Canceled Manually
023 System Error - Restart Not Possible
024 Application Error - Restart Not Possible
025 Application Error - After Automatic Restart
114 System Error (WS)
117 Application Error (WS)
118 Transfer to External Application (WS)
119 Changed Manually (WS)
121 Ended Manually (WS)

Configuration Parameter: Status Group
Critical Status Value Description
4 Errors
5 System Error
6 Application Error
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